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It's time to do things differently. We need to build campaigns on 

the issues of today and tomorrow. Things have to change if we are 

ever to make more breakthroughs on new councils, with Greens at 

the table and our policies making the transformative impact I know 

they can make. 

As Campaigns Coordinator, I want to see more campaigns by the 

party than ever before. At this pivotal moment, on the back of the successful campaigns in Local and 

European elections, the Greens were on our biggest wave. We need to get back on that wave and be 

the party I believe we are and the party that can be successful. 

We are the radical, forward-thinking party that stands up for social and climate justice. I want the 

Green Party to provide effective and informative campaigns such as:  

Black history on the National Curriculum. 

Trans rights and the LGBTIQA+ community.  

The transformative social security of a Universal Basic Income.  

A Green New Deal within this decade, and not by 2050 

A green economy and a transport infrastructure 

An energy system that will be world-renowned for delivering a better future.  

And a new electoral system where every vote counts, no matter who you vote for. 

We can be that party of inclusiveness, transformation, diversity and winnability like never before. 

As a Party, we need to change. The only way to do this is with an Executive that will work together, 

even if they disagree. We need to work with liberation groups and Young Greens; learn from other 

Greens in Scotland, across Europe and the around world; but above all we need to listen to our 

members, who are the party. 

We must work closely with regional and local parties right across England and Wales. Our 

campaigners, activists, local parties and Councillors work tirelessly for their communities; 

campaigning every day for their wards, and the councils they represent. We need to build stronger 

relationships with our regional and local parties on their campaigns. 

These things can be done, only if we work together and work with every level of the party. 

With my experience on campaigns and elections for nearly 10 years, we can be the third party see 

more Councillors elected, Greens running Councils and Greens in Westminster.  

Together, we can build the Green movement here in the U.K; across Europe and the around world. 



Vote Daniel Laycock for Campaigns Coordinator for better campaigns and a greener future. 

 


